
What is Application Migration Planning for Cloud?

Organisations are interested in migrating but confused by the choices 

available. 

It takes years of experience to understand the advantages and 

disadvantages to various migration methods. It is vital that the chosen 

method align with each client’s business objectives and the realities of their 

current-state deployment. 

Migrating hundreds of applications is a daunting task. 

We streamline the assessment process and provide objective, data-driven 

analysis to identify endpoint suitability and application migration patterns. 

Why customers use the 

Application Migration 

Planning for Cloud 

service

• Knowing which application 

are most appropriate for 

Azure

• Understanding what 

applications should be 

moved to Azure first

• What is the appropriate 

migration pattern for each 

application

• The most practical roadmap 

for a successful Azure 

migration

Application Migration Planning for Cloud is an 

objective, data driven analysis that prepares a client 

for a successful Azure migration. Migrating to Azure to 

achieve all of its benefits requires a comprehensive 

review of the applications you want to migrate. 
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Application cost efficiency

Right platform

• Public Cloud: Azure

• Private Cloud: Azure Stack

• On-Premises: Virtualised, 

containerised

Application disposition

Migration pattern

• Re-host

• Re-platform

• Refactor

• Replace, retire, retain

Migration time and effort

Roadmap

• Migration schedule

• First movers/Quick wins

• Top-down view of migration of 

migration planning

Application Migration Planning 
for Cloud
Data-driven analysis for successful migration



Leaven enables New Zealand organisations to accelerate cloud and digital transformation. 

We apply proven methodologies to enable your organisation to adopt public cloud services, innovate on the 

foundation they provide, and optimise and manage your environment, while maintaining governance and 

compliance requirements.

Application Migration 

Planning for Cloud

Our promise to you

This service helps our clients 

determine the migration strategy 

for each of their targeted 

applications, using our proprietary 

IP tools and client specific rules for 

analysis and data-driven 

objectivity. 

Driving successful migrations

• Application-oriented approach: 

We consider each application 

instead of only looking at a 

client’s environment from an 

infrastructure perspective

• Intellectual property and 

tooling: We accelerate our 

client’s migration to Azure using 

our proprietary tools and data-

driven objectivity

Application Migration Planning for Cloud: the 

tooling and analysis to create a roadmap for 

successful Azure migration 
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Outcomes

• Guidance on endpoint suitability across 

platforms (public cloud, private cloud, on-prem)

• Identification of migration patterns for all 

applications - the 6Rs (rehost, re-platform, 

refactor, replace, retire, and retain)

• Identification of application “First Movers”

• High level roadmap & top-down view of 

migration planning

• Insight into the effort it will take to manage 

applications across your portfolio

Why Leaven?

Tangible Benefits/Desired Outcomes

• The best endpoint (Azure, Azure Stack, on-premises) for each application

• The most appropriate migration pattern for each application

• Which applications should be first movers

• The most practical roadmap for a successful migration

Application Migration Planning: Analysis

Technical Data                       Economic Data                      CMDB / CMS

Excel Input, Q&A from 

Application Owners

Customised scores/rules 

based algorithm

Discovery tools

(optional)

Right Mix Advisor 

(For self-service 

assessment approach)

Rehost Replatform Refactor Replace Retain Retire


